
The Campo Marzio is a precious gem within the Palazzo Magnani, an
eighteenth-century building in the heart of Rome. This was formerly the
home to the Roman Amateur Actors’ Academy. The building bears witness
to its times: framed façade and arch-truss windows with stucco plaster,
balconies with iron railings and, inside, an archway that leads into a
courtyard with a beautiful classical fountain. The rooms and suites bear
bold tones and defined lines, welcoming guests into an atmosphere
combining quite perfectly ancient and modern taste.

Known as the Liquoreria, this is an exclusive boutique dedicated to the sale
of carefully selected and niche products. To enhance and stimulate the
atmosphere, tastings, masterclasses and training courses are organised
regularly allowing guests to appreciate and understand more about the
products and also have the opportunity to meet some of the numerous
artisan producers. Thanks to the Cordiale and the enthusiastic response
from customers, the Liqueur Bar has a jovial and sparkling air to it. It is a
reference point for Italian tradition and very much appeals to the finer
drinking lovers. The Bartender at the Cordiale masterfully mixes typical
products from each of our regions, revealing flavours that have been
forgotten for far too long.

Accomodation

13 comfortable and elegant rooms, with an eclectic and colourful style,
creatively designed to blend the modern with the old.
Classic, Superior, Deluxe, Junior Suite and Suite Campo Marzio
available.

Address: Via di Campo Marzio 46 – 00184 Rome, italy

Experience incredible historic monuments, landmarks and museums. The
city offers a plethora of different cultural, walking and biking tours for
you to explore. Just a 5-minute walk to the Pantheon, Church of St. Louis
of the French, Chiesa di Sant'Ignazio di Loyola, Trevi Fountain and the
Spanish Steps.

Location & Attractions

Guest Services

For more information please contact:
 

www.npmarketing.co.uk                   T: 07834 632 052                    E: nicoletta@npmarketing.co.uk            

High Speed Wifi
Reception & Concierge service
Complimentary breakfast 
Pet friendly hotel

Bar/ lounge
Airport transportation  
Baggage storage 
Room Service

Cordiale Liquor House  & Boutique 

Colosseum
Trevi Fountain 
Vatican City
Villa Borghese
The Pantheon
Roman Forum
Piazza Navona
Santa Maria Maggiore
St. Peter's Square
St. Peter's Basilica

Attractions:

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Campo+Marzio/@41.9021456,12.4736786,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m8!3m7!1s0x132f60511aef103d:0x199baedbcb57f4f2!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.9021456!4d12.4758726

